This Scholarship is being offered to encourage higher education in Project Management for candidates who enrol in either the Bachelor of Project Management single degree program, or in a Bachelor of Engineering/Bachelor of Project Management combined program in the Faculty of Engineering and Information Technologies at the University of Sydney.

To be eligible, applicants must:
- Be an Australian citizen or permanent resident,
- qualify to enter and subsequently enrol into either the Bachelor of Project Management single degree program or the Bachelor of Engineering/ Bachelor of Project Management combined program offered by the School of Civil Engineering and
- achieve an ATAR of 95 or above

Providing there are eligible applicants and subject to funding, one place at a minimum will be offered to an applicant in the single degree program and one place at a minimum for an applicant in the combined program. Additional places may be allocated by the School of Civil Engineering at their discretion.

Selection criteria

Applicants will be assessed on their academic merit. Applicants must complete an online scholarship application and include their most recent Year 11 and 12 school reports by the Scholarship closing date.

The Scholarship shall be awarded by the Associate Dean (Education) or their nominee.

The Scholarship is tenable for a period of one year. Payments shall be made in equal instalments after the census date of each semester. The recipient must meet satisfactory academic performance requirements to maintain the Scholarship deemed to be a credit average (65%) and above each semester.

Deferment of the Scholarship is not permitted.

Please refer to the terms and conditions of this Scholarship for a full list of the conditions that apply.